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Abstract: The major analysis has been based on the induction machine drive system that is for the analysis of the carrier 
based PWM two level source inverter. The unbalanced conditions are mainly to handle the results of simulation for 
the analysis that results in the two fault conditions. The system setup has been involving the voltage source inverter 
as well as the five phase multi-level inverter. The effects are through performing the scenarios which consider the 
performance effects with the load on induction machine. The simulation is based on the imbalance conditions which 
results on the oscillations depending on the electromagnetic torque through the attendant reduction of the torque 
rating. The larger slipping has been in the rotor speed.

Index Terms: Electric vehicles, Existence Function, Multilevel inverters, Multiphase machines,Voltage-source 
inverter.

INTRODUCTION1. 
The multiphase machines have been for handling the electrical generators which set for the phases that is 
greater than three n > 3. The comparison is set under the three phase where the multiphase machines are 
seen to be greater than the degrees of freedom. The improvement is based on the performance of system 
with the advantages that is set over the three phase patterns. The system includes the capability with a 
higher reliable mode and an increment in the power density that has an enhanced fault tolerant capability. 
[1]-[5]. The extension of the speed capability is to set the reduced frequency or the amplitude that has 
a pulsating torque. The reduced rotor harmonic currents and the reduced current is mainly to handle the 
voltage per phase. The multiphase machines are for handling the production of extra torque that will be for 
the five phase inverter with the harmonics of third, fifth and the seventh range. This could be harnessed 
with the average torque which directs to adding up for the production that has been done through the current 
component. The core of the multiphase machine is able to drive the power technology that has been able 
to produce the different phases through the DC/AC phase of the voltage source. The setup of the system 
carrier is based on the sinusoidal with pulse width modulation that has been the best technique for the 
PWM. [2]. The system has been able to implement both the analogue and the digital realisations that have 
been in the space vector areas.

The intensity of the system has a higher carrier-based modulation which is set in comparison to the 
higher frequency of the system. The carrier based is to handle the high frequency triangular system with the 
creation of gating pulses for the power circuit switches. The neutral points are the ac motor drive that are 
set for the utility purposes and the isolation that is set to interfere in the applications for the neutral current 
path. The neutral path has been to provide the degree of freedom along with properly determining the duty 
cycle of the different switch of inverter. The absence is set for handling and determining the duty cycle of 
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the switches of inverter. The potential is to handle the load neutral points as well as the centre points that 
are to target for the VSI that is called the zero sequence voltage. This can be able to handle any set of values 
that has been into the modulation of signals and to take hold of the signals through the production of the 
continuous PWM scheme. The discontinuity is where the potential is based on the phase segments for the 
positive and the negative systems with the no switch loss. [3]. The intervals are set for the discontinuous 
modulation with the comparison set to handle the generalised PWM.

The ground system has been covered with the PWM schemes which are for handling the multiphase 
VSI that has been for using the carrier based PWM or SVPWM. The major focus has been on the 
implementation of the simulation and analysis of the carrier based analysis. The phase has been to drive 
and handle thee modelling and simulation for the driving of the system. For this, the work has been done 
and proposed with the extended scheme of the five phase system. The work is mainly for handling the five 
phase of the VSI drive system and the plot performance that are important for the supplying of the cage 
induction.

The focus of the paper has been on the applications where there is a multiphase motor drives that will 
drive to the reduced power demand on the phases where there are two level multiphase motors that direct to 
the significant role in cleaning power utility. This helps to handle the deductions of the PWM method with 
the individual inverter topology along with the generalised approach to save time by properly controlling the 
novel or hybrid inverter topology. [4]. For the 5-phase level inverters, the over modulations have been set 
to control the four level inverter with multiphase multilevel inverter. The major focus has been on handling 
the principle control between the two limit trajectories that has been for the simple modulation technique 
and to apply to the converter technology that has been for the higher number of the levels. The sources are 
set to control and determine the state sequence for the reference voltage vector that vary in a complicated 
manner. The carrier based PWM is able to set a control for the power converters with over modulation in 
multiphase inverter. The paper focus on the basic analysis with the under and over modulation range.

MULTILEVEL INVERTERS2. 
There are different inverters which are:

(a) Diode Clamped multilevel inverter: The major focus has been on handling the multiple voltage 
levels with the different capacitor banks. The diode transfer is reducing the stress on the electrical 
device with the diode clamped multilevel inverter. There is a possibility to handle the problems 
with the increasing of the switch, diode and the capacitors.

(b) Flying capacitors multilevel inverter: The major concept has been for connections with clamped 
switching cells. The clamping diodes are not for the different multilevel inverters. The output is in 
the half of the DC voltage. The switching redundancy has been within the phase to properly balance 
the capacitors to control the active and the other power flow. [5].

(c) Cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter: The cascaded are in the form of handling less components 
with the topology that has been connecting series of the power cells conversion and holding the 
easy scaled combination levels.

COMPARISION OF FIVE PHASE INVERTER AND DCMLI3. 
The focus on this has been on the five phase inverter topology which has the ten step inverter, five phase 
SPWM inverter, diode clamped multilevel and the reverse voltage multilevel inverter. The system has been 
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set through the different phases with the reversing voltage at the multi-level inverter with the less THD 
value as other types. There is a need to work on increasing the circuiting to maintain the complexity.

For the DCMLI, there is an inverter which handles the voltage source of the inverter along with the 
single and the three phase applications. The setup is mainly to elaborate the higher power of the technologies 
which are mainly for handling the different configurations. The system has been set for the power which 
is distributed with the legs of the five phase inverter. The ratings of the switches has been set which could 
be reduced with no same leg on any instance.

PROPOSED DCMLI AND FULL BRIDGE INVERTER4. 
The below Figure 2 shows the power circuit of single phase bridge voltage source inverter. Here, the 
semiconductor switch used is IGBT. The ac waveform will generate at the output when the switches s1s2 
is on and similarly when s3s4 is on. The conduction current will flow through the feedback diodes and the 
energy is fed to the dc source when the semiconductor switch is in off condition.

  
 Figure 1: (a) 5-Level Diode Clamped MLI Figure 1: (b) 5-Level Flying-Capacitor MLI

CARRIER BASED PWM SCHEME5. 
The modelling of the carrier based PWM scheme is for handling the three phase VSI that has been applicable 
for the multiphase VSI. The system has been set to supply the induction machine that is:
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Figure 1: (c) 5-Level Cascaded MLI

Figure 2: Single-Phase Full Bridge Inverter
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 vjs = Ljspijs + rjsijs (1)

Here, the focus has been on the phase to neutral output voltage from the VSI with the phase currents 
and the induction machine stator inductance. [7].

There have been turn-on and turn-off for the handling of the existence functions. These are important 
for setting the unity value with the switching device that is turned on and off. The functions have been 
set to connect and represent the top and bottom device. The switching possibilities are set as per the 
options of carrier based system with the two modes linear modulation and the nonlinear modulation. 
The linear modulation has been with the peak of the modulations which is less or equal to the peak of the 
signal values. The operations have been to handle the ratio that is for line-to-neutral phase inverter output. 
[8].

The carrier based scheme has been important for the topology which needs less carriers for handling the 
conventional multilevel inerters. These are for holding the generation of gate pulses for a higher frequency 
of the switches and the three carrier waves which are set in comparison to the different reference waves 
of sinuosoidal.

DETERMINATION OF THE AVERAGE NEUTRAL VOLTAGE6. 
Considering the average neutral voltage, there have been functions which are set to handle the higher 
value ranges for the -1 and 1. The implementation is set to work over on the higher positive peak and 
negative peak values. The attributes of modulation depends on handling the corresponding models of the 
signal modulation with the generation of the switching functions. The responsible production is based 
on the zero sequence signal which will be able to synthesise and work on the triangle carrier signals. [9], 
[11]. The system products and the linearity is based on the common node voltage with the representation 
over the instantaneous minimum and the maximum magnitudes of the reference for the modulating 
voltage.

 vno = 0.5 vdc(1 - 2a) - avmin + (a - 1)vmax (2)

The determination of the common node zero sequence is set for the system that will not be mainly for 
balancing the load. There is adaption of the five phase system for the rearrangement of:

 vjo = v*jn + v*mo (3)

SIMULATION RESULT-APPENDIX7. 
The results have been for modelling the 5 phase inverter fed single phase and three phase induction 
machines used in EV applications which has been developed using the Simu Link. The analysis is based 
on encompassing with the injection of common zero sequence with the implementation of the balanced 
and the unbalanced load. The prototype machine is based on handling the peak voltage with the nine phase 
machine of the 60 V.

Parameter Value

Rated power 3 hp

Stator Resistance (Rs) 2.9 W

Referred Rotor Resistance (Rr¢) 2.2 W

Mutual Inductance (Lm) 0.03458 H
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Parameter Value

Stator Leakage Inductance (Lls) 0.0599 mH

Referred Rotor Leakage Inductance (Llr¢) 0.0599 mH

Number of Poles 4

Moment of Inertia (J) 0.05 kg-m2

Figure 3: Matlab/Simulink Model of Five phase two-level vsi fed

Figure 4: Single phase Induction Motor Voltage Capacitor, Speed, Torque and Winding Current

As per the analysis, the output voltage for the two different types of the inverters are through the sim 
power system which is able to handle the blocking sets for the Simulink software. The inbuilt functional 
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blocks are mainly for the use of the simulator. The inverter technologies have been mainly for handling the 
harmonic distortions with the speed and the torque curve. These are mainly for the balance that has been 
set through the five phase inverter.

Figure 5: Two-level voltage source inverter line to line voltage

Figure 6: Two-level voltage source inverter phase to phase voltage

Figure 7: Three phase Induction Motor Current, Speed and Torque

COCLUSION8. 
The carrier based PWM has been for the setting of two level source of voltage that has been for the 
development process. There have been a detailed process for the simulation that directs to settle the 
balance in the modulation signal. The carrier based VSI has been for handling the VSI results which are 
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for handling the involvement of the modulation signals and the load. There have been oscillations for the 
normal inverter and the machine operations with the dropping of the rotor speed and the application that 
set the two imbalance. [10]. The paper has been set to design the signals with the SPWM control that has 
been presented with the waveforms in Simulink. The system structure and the modulation index is based 
on the measurement results that have been designed as per the phase shifts. The output has been in the 
linear modulation band with the effective process of the harmonic content.

Figure 8: Matlab/Simulink Model of Five-phase Five-Level Inverter

Figure 9: Single phase Induction Motor Voltage Capacitor, Speed, Torque and Winding Current
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Figure 10: Five-Level Inverter line to line Voltage

Figure 11: Five-level Inverter phase to phase Voltage

Figure 12: Three-phase Induction Motor Current, Speed and Torque

Figure 13: FFT analysis of 5-phase 5-level inverter
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